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Abstract 
We adjoin to the generalized WythofSgame three subsets of its P-positions as moves, resulting 
in three different classes of games. We analyze these classes, characterizing the P-positions of 
some and exhibiting equivalences between others. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
Keywords: Combinatorial games; Extended Wythoff games 
1. Introduction 
This paper is about a general way of producing a new game &+I from a known 
game fi - applied to a particular game. 
By game we mean a combinatorial game, i.e., two-player, perfect information 
(no hidden information such as in certain card games) without chance moves (no dice) 
and outcome restricted to (lose, win), (tie, tie) and (draw, draw) for the two players 
who play alternately: Nim (see below) and chess are examples. A tie is an end position 
in which neither player won, and a draw is a non-end position from which a player 
has a next nonlosing move, but cannot force a win. There are several ways of defining 
a win-position. Here are two: in normal play, the player making the last move wins 
and the opponent loses. This outcome is reversed for misPre play. 
We restrict attention to classical impartial games, i.e., those without ties or draws, 
where the options (moves) are the same for both players at every position; and to 
normal play. The theory of such games can be found in Conway [2] and Berlekamp, 
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Conway and Guy [l]. Background for this paper can be found in [6]. We denote by 
Z” and Z’ the set of nonnegative integers and the set of positive integers respectively. 
We now describe two particular games. 
1. NIM. Given a finite number of piles, each containing finitely many tokens. A move 
consists of selecting a (single, nonempty) pile and removing from it a positive number 
of tokens, possibly the entire pile. 
2. a-WYTtrorF’s GAME. Let a E Z+ be a fixed parameter. Given two piles, each con- 
taining finitely many tokens. A move is either as in Nim, or else, tokens are removed 
from both piles, namely say k ( >O) from one and 1 (>0) from the other, subject to 
the constraint Jk - II <a. 
Remarks. (i) We consider both games in normal play, i.e., the player making the last 
move wins. 
(ii) I-Wythoff’s game is known simply as Wythoff’s game [lo]. It has also been 
analyzed in [3, 111; the generalization to any a E Z+ is analyzed in [S]. 
The bare minimal tool required for analyzing games such as the above is the notion 
of P- and N-positions. Informally, a P-position is a position from which the Previous 
(2nd) player can force a win; and an N-position is one from which the Next (1st) 
player can force a win. Denote the set of all P-positions of a game by 9 and the set 
of all its N-positions by JV. For a position u of a game denote by F(u) the set of all 
its followers, or options, i.e., all positions attainable by a single move from U. Then 
the following relationship holds. 
u E 9 if and only if F(u) c JV, 
u E JV if and only if F(u) n 9 $0. 
It is also a fact that the set of all positions of every game can be partitioned uniquely 
into its subsets 9 and JV. 
We see that the P- and N-positions are not “symmetrical”. A position in 9 requires 
that all its followers are in J+‘“, which is a relatively rare event. Indeed, Singmaster has 
shown that “almost all” positions are N-positions [g, 91. This fact may partly explain 
why a winning strategy of a game is normally given by characterizing its P-positions 
rather than its N-positions. 
What are the P-positions of Nim and a-Wythoff’s game? Denote the m pile sizes 
of a game of Nim by kl,. . . , k,. Then the position (kl,. , k,) is in J? if and only if 
kl @ ‘63 k, = 0, where a @ b denotes the Nim sum (also known as XOR or addition 
over GF(2)) of a and b. In particular, for m = 2, the P-positions are those for which 
the two pile sizes are equal. 
Let S be any finite subset of Z”, 3 its complement with respect to Z”. Let 
mex S = min 3 = least nonnegative integer not in S. Note that the mex of the empty set 
is 0. Denote by {(AA, BL)},OO=, the set of P-positions of a-Wythoff’s game, where AL and 
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BL denote the number of tokens in the two piles. Then for all n E Z”, 
AL = mex(A6, Bk: m <n}, B;, = A;, + an. 
Thus, for example, (A& Bk) = (O,O), (A’, , B’, ) = (1, a + 1). 
It has been pointed out in Section 6 of [6] that interesting games can be obtained 
by adjoining to a given game an appropriate subset of its P-positions as moves. For 
example, I-Wythoff’s game is 2-pile Nim, to which Nim’s P-positions have been 
adjoined as moves. This observation also enabled us to find the long-elusive “correct” 
generalization of 1-Wythoff’s game to more than two piles, as pointed out there. The 
idea has also been exploited in [7] to examine games which bridge Nim and I-Wythoff. 
Note that “adding a P-position as a move” means that this move is available to either 
player, since all our games are impartial. 
In this paper we analyze three games, PI, P*, P,, obtained from a-Wythoff’s game 
by adjoining to it subsets of its P-positions as moves. 
We let Pt be the game obtained from a-Wythoff’s game by adjoining to a-Wythoff’s 
game the P-position (A’, , B’, ) = ( 1, a + 1) as an additional move. Thus I-1 can be viewed 
as a-Wythoff’s game, in which the condition Ik - I/ <a has been relaxed by permitting 
to take also k = a + 1 and I = 1 (with k - I = a) from the two piles. 
By P, we denote the game obtained from a-Wythoff’s game by adjoining to 
a-Wythoff’s game the P-positions (A{, B{) and (AL+,,B:+,) as additional moves. In 
Pz the condition Ik - 11 <a has been relaxed further, which now has two exceptions. 
Finally, by Pj we denote the game obtained from a-Wythoff’s game by adjoining to 
a-Wythoff’s game ~11 the nonzero P-positions Uz,(A:, B:) as additional moves. Thus 
in f,, the condition lk - 11 <a has been broken infinitely often. 
Since a-Wythoff’s game depends on a parameter a, which can be any positive integer, 
so do the c. Thus each of them is actually an infinite class of games. But we may 
think of a as fixed, when convenient, whence each P; is a single game. 
In Section 2 we prove some preliminary results, useful throughout the paper. The 
main results are enunciated in the four theorems. In Theorem 1 of Section 3 we give 
a complete characterization of the P-positions of r, for all a > 1. 
Definition 1. Two games with the same set of positions but possibly different move- 
rules are equivalent if their P-positions are the same. 
Note that two equivalent games have, additionally, the same set of N-positions, and 
so also the same winning strategy. 
In Theorem 2 of Section 4 we prove that for a = 2, r, and rs are equivalent. Useful 
properties of the P-positions of r, for all a > 2 are given in Theorem 3 of Section 5. 
They enabled us to compute the first 100000 P-positions of r, within a second on a 
computer. Though the data reveals interesting relationships, the observed regularities 
seem to get broken after a while and replaced by new ones. We did not succeed in 
characterizing these P-positions. The situation is reminiscent to that of many games, 
such as Grundy’s game [ 1, Ch. 41. 
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In Theorem 4 of the final Section 6 we prove that for all a>2, P2 and Ps are 
equivalent. 
2. Preliminary results 
Notations. 
1. We consider the following moves for our games. 
Type I. Remove any positive number of tokens from a single nonempty pile (Nim 
move). 
Type II. Remove tokens from both piles, say k ( > 0) from one and I ( > 0) from 
the other, subject to the constraint Ik - II <a (a-Wythoff move, together with Type 
I moves). 
Type III. Remove Ah from one pile and BL from the other for some n > 0 (moves 
for fi, together with Type I and II moves). 
2. The set {(A$B,!)},~O denotes the P-positions of a-Wythoff’s game. 
3. We denote by {(A,,B,)}EO the set of P-positions of all our games, other than 
a-Wythoff’s game, such that for every n E Z”, A,, <A,,+, and A,, <B,. In general, 
game positions are denoted by (x, y) with x < y, where x and y denote the number 
of tokens in the two piles. 
4. A= UE, Ai and B= Ur, Bi. 
5. LX] denotes the largest integer <x. 
Lemma 1. For all j E Z”, A; >j. 
Proof. By [5], A/ = [juj where c( = (2-a+dm)/2. In order to prove that AS = LjxJ 
>j, it suffices to show that c( b 1. Indeed, CI > (2 - a + a)/2 = 1. 0 
Lemma 2. For all a > 2, (AL,,, BL,,) = (a + 4, (a + 2)2). 
Proof. From [5], AL = mex{Aj, Bi: 0 d i < m} and Bk = A; + ma for all m 2 0. Thus, 
Ah = mex(8) = 0 and so Bk = 0. Also A{ = mex{O} = 1 and B’, = Ai + a = 1 + a. Then 
A$=j and BJ=j(a+l) for all j<a. Since a>2 implies a+4<2a+2=B;, we have 
AL+i=a+i+ 1 for i~{1,2,3}, so B~+,=a+4+(a+3)a=(a+2)2. 0 
Lemma 3. Let {(Aj, Bj)},zo be the P-positions of fi for any i E { 1,2,3}. Then (i) 
B,>A,>A, for every n>maO, and (ii) AnB=0. 
Proof. (i) Let n >m 20. Suppose that A, = A,,. Now, B, #B, (otherwise (A,,,, B,) = 
(A,,B,)). If B, >B, then (A,,B,) + (A,, B,) is a legal move (of Type I), which 
contradicts the fact that (A,,B,) is a P-position of Pi. Similarly, if B, <B,, then 
(A,, B,) + (A,, B,) is a legal move, resulting in the same contradiction. Thus A, #A,, 
so by Notation 3, A,, > A,. 
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Again by Notation 3, A,, d B,. If A, = B, for some n >O, then the move (A,,, B,) ---f 
(0,O) is legal since I(Bn - 0) - (A,, - O)l = IB, - A,,1 =O<a (a move of Type II). 
Therefore we get B, > A,, >A,. 
(ii) Suppose A, = B, for some m, n E Z+. Then m # n by (i), and B, > A,, = B, > A,. 
It follows that (A,,B,)+ (A,,B,) is a legal move, (B,, +A,; a move of Type I), a 
contradiction. Thus A n B = 0. 0 
Lemma 4. Let {(Aj, Bj)},to be the P-positions of’ fi for any i E { 1,2,3}. Then A U B 
= z+. 
Proof. Clearly A U B C Z+. Suppose there exists s E Z’ with s $! A U B. Then for every 
t E Ho, (s, t) @’ Ur, (Ai,Bi). Hence (s, t) is an N-position for every t E Zo. We show 
below that there is some to E Z” for which (s, to) is not an N-position, which is clearly 
a contradiction. It suffices to find such to for which no follower of (s, to) is a P-position. 
First, the number of P-positions to which we may move from (s, t), t E Z” is bounded. 
Indeed, let no = max{i: Ai <s}. Then from (s, t) we can only move to (Ai, Bi) for some 
i <no, whatever t is. Secondly, we show that the number of possible moves of Type III 
from (s, t) is also bounded. It is certainly bounded by the index mo =j of the largest 
Type III move (A$Bi) from (s, t), which is 
1 for Pi, 
mod 
i 
a+3 for l-2, 
max{i: Aids} for rs. 
For ri and Pz this follows from the definition of these games. For rs it follows 
from the fact that {Aj},Eo is a monotonically increasing sequence and Bj>Aj for all 
j20 (see [5]), so moves (A:,Bi) from (s, t) can be made only for idmo. 
Now let D = max{Bi: i <no} + 1, and to = D +s(a + 1). We show that from position 
(s, to), none of the three types of moves leads to a P-position. 
(i) to> max{Bi: i<no}bBi>A, f or every i <no. Hence to $ Use, Ai Unto Bi. Since 
also s 6 U:i, Aj U:i, Bi, no move of Type I from (s, to) can lead to a P-position. 
(ii) For i<no,I(D+s(a+- 1) -B;) - (S - Ai)l= I(D- Bi) +Ai +sal>Ai +~>a. 
Therefore no move of Type II results in a P-position. 
(iii) According to Lemma 1, for all j E Z”, j <AS. Therefore B& = A& + mea <A;,, 
+A&a < s(a+ 1) since s3A&. (If S-CA&, <Bk, then (A&,B&) is not a legal move.) 
The maximum Type III move from (s, to) is (A&, Ba,, ). But to - B& = D + s(a + 
1) - BhO>D>B;>Ai for every idno. Hence we cannot move from (s, to) to any 
(Ai,Bi), i<no by a move of Type III. 
In conclusion, we proved that there is no i E Z” such that the move (s, to) + (A?, Bi) 
is legal. Therefore s E A U B. 0 
Definition 2. Two subsets A and B of positive integers are complementary if A f’B = 8 
and AUB=Z+. 
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Corollary 1. For each of’ r~, r,, r,, the sets A and B are complementary. 
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 3. 0 
Corollary 2. For each of I’], r2, r,, and every n E Z” we have, A,, = mex{Ai, Bi: 06 
i<n}. 
Proof. Clear for it =O. For n>O, let t = mex{Ai,Bi: O<i<n}. Then t>O. If A, < t 
then A, = Ai for some i < n or A, = Bi for some i <n, contradicting Lemma 3. Hence 
A,, 3 t. NOW {Ai},?? is an increasing sequence and Bi >Ai for all i>O. Thus if A, > t, 
then t 6 A U B, contradicting Lemma 4. Hence A,, = t. 0 
3. The P-positions of r, 
Definition 3. For every n E Zf, let 
G = 
n H,, = (a + 2)n. 
We also put Go = HO = 0. 
Lemma 5. The sets G = Uz, Gi and H = Ur, Hi are complementary. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem III in [4]. 0 
Dividing G, by a + 2, we get a quotient 4 and remainder r E { 1,. . . , a + 2). However, 
since G and H are complementary, r # a + 2. 
Lemma 6. For any n E P, write G,=(a +2)q+r, YE(l)..., a+ I}. Then n= 
(a+ l)q+r. 
Proof. For s/t rational, we use (s + 1)/t - 1 < [s/t] <s/t. Since G, = l((a + 2)n - 1) 
/(a+ l)] =(a+2) q + r, we get (a+2)q+r<((a+2)n- I)/(a+ I)b(a+2)q+r+ 
a/(a+ l), which implies nd(a+ l)q+r+(a+ 1 -r)/(a+2)<(a+ l)q+r+ 1 and 
n>(a+ l)q+r-(r- l)/(a+2)>(a+ l)q+r- 1. Since n is an integer, we conclude 
n=(a+ l)q+r. q 
Lemma 7. Let nEZ+. For any iE{O,...,n - l}, let k=G, - G, and l=H, -Hi. 
Then I- kga. 
Proof. If i=O then 1 - k = H,, - G, = (a + 2)n - [((a + 2)n - l)/(a + I)] >(a(a 
+2)ni- l)/(a+ l)=an+(an+ l)/(a+ l)aa, since n>,l. If i>O, then I-k=(a+ 
2)(n-i)-l((a+2)n-l)/(a+l)J+~((a+2)i-l)/(a+l)J3(a+2)(~-i)-((a+ 
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2)n - l)l(a +- 1) + ((a + 2)i - l)/(a + 1) - 1 + l/(a + l)=(a(a + 2)(n - i) - a)/(a 
+1)=a(n-i)+a(n-i-l)/(a+1)>,a. 0 
Theorem 1. For a> 1, let (J,“=, {(A,,B,)} be the P-positions qf’ fi. Then A,, = G,,, 
B, = H,, for all n 3 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show: 
I. No position (G,, H,) has a follower of the form (G,, H,). 
II. Given any position (x, y) # (Gm,Eim), for all rn~ Z”, there is a move to (G,, H,) 
for some n E Z”. 
Proof of I. Since the sets G and H are complementary (Lemma 5) the move 
(G,l,H,)+(Gj,Hi) cannot be a move of Type I. The sequences {G,},??, and {Hi}z, 
are evidently increasing. Hence we have to consider only potential followers (Gi, Hi) 
for i<n. 
Can a move G, + Gi, H,, + Hj be a Type II move for some i? Lemma 7 shows that 
the answer is negative. Moreover, since H, - H, = (a + 2)( n - i) 3 a + 2 > a + 1, this 
move cannot be a Type III move either. 
Now, we need also to prove that it’s impossible to move G, + Hi and H,, + Gi. Let 
kz = G, - H, (G, > Hi), 12 = H,, - G;, n > i > 0 (we already took care of the case where 
i = 0 since Go = HO = 0). 
First consider a move of Type II. 
l/2 - k21 = l(Hn - G;) - (G, - Hill= /(K, - Gn) + (ff, - GilI 
=(Hn - G,) + (Hi - Gf)=(H,, - Hi) - (G,, - Gi) + 2(H; - Gi) 
where 1 and k are as in Lemma 7, contradicting 112 - k21 <a. 
Secondly, consider a move of Type III. Now, n > 1 since i > 0. But H,, - Gi 3 H, - G, 
> un (proof of Lemma 2) > 2u > a + 1. Therefore also this option does not exist, ending 
the proof of 1. 
Proof of II. Let (x, y), with x < y, be a position not of the form (G,, H,,,), for all 
m E Z”. We may also assume that x >O. Since G and H are complementary sets, we 
have XGG or XEH; and also G,+i - G,~{1,2} for all ~30. 
Case (i). x = H, for some n > 0. Then move y + G,. 
Cuse (ii). x = G, for some n 20. We consider four possibilities, three of which are 
very simple. 
1. y>H,. Then move y+H,. 
2. y = H,, - 1. Then move y+H,,-_I, x--i G,,_, This is a legal move since we take 
either (2, a + 1) (move of Type II; if G, - G,_i = 2), or (1, a + 1) (move of Type III; 
ifG,-G,_i=l). 
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3. y=G,+k, where k~(0 ,..., a - 1 }. Then move y-0, x+0. This is also a legal 
move since Iy --xl <a. 
4. G,+a<y<H,-2.Putd=y-x=y-G,.Thenadd<H,-G,-2.Let 
1 if d =a, 
m= (a+l)d+a- 1 
a(a+2) if a<d<H,-G,-2. 
Then the move (x, y) -+ (Gm, H,) is legal. In fact, we show: (i) m <n, (ii) y Z H,, and 
(iii) j(y - H,) - (x - G,)I <a. 
(i) a<d<H,-G,-2=(a+2)n- [(a~~nlY1] -2<a(~~~)n-l. 
Hence 
a,< 
a(a + 2)n 
a+1 
- 1, so n>(a+ u2 >1 
‘a(a . 
Thus, for d = a, we have 1 = m <n. Now, m is a nondecreasing function of d, so the 
maximum value of m, for every given n, is reached at the maximum value of d. 
d ,,,=H,, -G, -2< 
a(a + 2)n 
a+1 
- 1. 
Therefore, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
m < m(d,,,) < 
(a+l)($p-1)+&7-l 
a(a + 2) 
2 
= n-- =n-l<n. 
a(a + 2) 1 
By (i), n >rn3 1, For fixed d, let no =min{n: G, + d <H,, - 2). There clearly 
exists such no~Z+. Then G,,_, +d>H,,_I -2, so G,,_l +d>H,,,_l - 1. Now 
G,,_l+l<G,,. It follows that y=G,+dBG,,+d>G,,_I+d+13H,,_1ZH,. 
The last inequality is due to the fact that no >m, by (i). 
ICY-f&n-C- G)I=I(y-xl-Wm -G,)I=Id-V&z - G)I. 
For d=a: la-(H, -Gl)I=la-((a+2)- l)l=l<a. Ford>a: 
(a + 2)m - 1 
-Hm + G, =-(a + 2)m + 1~ 
-(a(~ + 2)m + 1) 
a+1 a+1 
Now, 
(a+ l)(d-a) <m<(a+l)d+a-l 
a(a+2) ’ ’ a(a+2) ’ 
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It follows that: 
-H,,, + Gin 3 
= -(d - a) - 1 =-d + (a - 1). 
The last two inequalities imply -(a - 1) < - 1 6 d - (H, - G, ) <q - 1, which implies 
Id-(EC,-G,)Ida-l<a. 0 
4. An equivalence for a = 2 
Theorem 2. For a = 2, fi and fi are equivalent. 
Proof. The difference in move-rules of the two games is that fi has the infinity 
l-l,?, (A;,@) of T ype III moves, whereas 4 has only a single Type III move, namely 
(A’,,B’,). By Theorem 1 it suffices to show that, for every IZ EZ+, no move (A(,&) 
from (G,, H, ) leads to any (Gi, Hi). Our proof method is similar to that of Theorem 1, 
part I. We consider two cases. 
(i) i=O. We need to prove that, for every FEZ+, The move (Gn,H,)+(O,O) 
is not a move of Type III, i.e., (G,,H,)#(Ai,B$) for every j~z+. If we write 
G,, = 4q + r, r E { 1,2,3}, then by Lemma 6, n = 3q + r, so H, = 12q + 4r. Suppose 
now that (G,,, H,) = (Al, B$) for some j. Then 2j = B: -AS = H,, - G, = 8q + 3r. Since 
jisaninteger,r=2,soj=4q+3.ItfollowsthatA5=G,=4q+2=j-l<j.However, 
according to Lemma 1, A$3 j for all j 20, which rejects this case. 
(ii) i>O. Let G,=4q, + r,, Gi =4qi + ri. By Lemma 6, n = 3q, + r,,, i = 3qi + r,, 
r,,,riE {1,2,3}. Suppose now that (G, - Gi,Hn - Hi)=(Al,B(,). Then AS =4(qn -qi)+ 
(r,l - ri) and B: = 12(qn - qi) + 4(r,, - rl). Thus, 2j = B.i - AS = 8(qn - qi) + 3(rn - r,). 
There are now three possibilities for the remainders r, and ri. 
(a) r,=ri. Then j=4(q,-qi)=A$=[fi]. Thus fij- l<j<&j, so O<j<l/ 
(&-1), h’h’ w 1~ IS true only for j E (0, 1,2}. However, j = 4(qn - qi) > 4 contradicts 
this. 
(b)r,=3,ri=l.ThenA5=4(q,-qi)+2=j-l<j,contradictingLemma 1. 
(~)r,=l,ri=3.Thcnj=4(q,-qi)-3.NowA~=4(q,-q,)-2=j+l=~~jJ. 
As in case (a), fij - 1 <j + 1 < &j. It follows that l/( fi - 1) <j < 2/(&! - 1). 
Hence j E {3,4} which contradicts the fact that j= 1 (mod4). 
It remains only to prove that G, + Hi and H,, + G; with i > 0, is not a possible Type 
III move. Let k2 = G, - Hi (G, > Hi), and 12 = H, - Gi. Suppose (k2,Zz) = (AS2, B;: ) (a 
move pf Type III) for some j2. Then j2 = (B:* -ASz)/2=((Hn - G,) + (Hi - Gi))/2. 
Thus A:? = G, -Hi = j2 + (3G, -H, - 3Hi + G,)/2. By Definition 3, H,, >3G, if n >O 
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and a = 2. Therefore Ai2 < j2 - (Hi - Gi)/2 - Hi < j2. This contradicts the fact that 
Ai aj2 for all j2 > 0. 0 
5. P-positions of G for a > 2 
Theorem 3. Let U,“=, {(A,,&)} with A, <B,, be the P-positions of r2 with a>2. 
Then for all n E Z+, 
(1) A, -A,-, E{1,2}, 
(2) B, - B,_ I E {a + 2, a + 3}, and 
(3) D, - D,-I E { a,a+ I}, where Di=Bi-Ai. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, 4 is a-Wythoff s game to which the moves (1,a + 1) and (a + 
4, (a + 2)2) have been adjoined. 
We prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by induction on n. Base of the induction: 
n A 4, 
00 0 
1 1 at2. 
Indeed, AI = mex{O} = 1 by Corollary 2. Thus, Al -A0 = 1 and B1 -BCJ = a+2. Suppose 
that the two claims hold for all n <m (m > 0). 
(1) (2) By Lemma 3, A, -A,_ I > 0. Suppose A, -A,_, > 2. Then by Corollary 2, 
A,_, <A,_, + 1 <A,_, + 2-=cA,=mex{Ak,Bk: O<k<m}. In particular, A,_, + 1, 
A,_ 1 + 2 E {Ak, Bk: 0 dk cm}. Since A and B are complementary (Corollary 1 ), it 
follows that A,_, + 1, A,_, +2~ Ur=i’ Bk, which contradicts the induction hypothesis 
for (2). Thus at least one of A,,_, + 1, A,,_1 + 2 is in A. 
We note two facts. 
(i) By Lemma 3, Bi >Ai for all i>O. Hence Di >0 for all i>O. 
(ii) We cannot move from a P-position to another P-position, e.g., by a move of 
Type II. Therefore I(Bi - Bj) - (A; - Ai)l = JDi - Di/ >a for every i # j. In particular, 
Di # D, for every i # j. 
By (i), D, >O=Do. Suppose that D, <Dm_l. Choose k such that k =min{i: Dm 
<Di}. Then O<k<m - 1, and so Dk-1 <D,<&. By (ii), D, -Dk_, aa and Dk - 
D, >a. Summing the two inequalities gives Dk -Dk_, >2a >a+2. But by the induction 
hypothesesfOr(1)and(2),D~-~~_,=Bk-Bk~,-(Ak-Ak-,)~U+3-l=a+2, 
a contradiction. Hence D, >D,_ 1. Moreover, (ii) implies D, >D,_l + a. 
Now, B,=D,+A,~D,_l +A,+a. Let 
y,=D,-I +A,+a+j, jEZ”. 
We prove below that B, E { yo, y1 } by showing that for precisely one j E (0, I} and 
for all i cm, no permissible Type III move A4 : (A,, yj) + (Ai, Bi) is possible. First, 
A4 cannot be a move of Type I, since obviously A, >Ai, A, # Bi, and yj>Bi >Ai. 
Furthermore, M cannot be a move of Type II, since: I(yj - Bj) - (A, - Ai)l = J(yj - 
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A,,,) - Djl = I(D,,-1 - Di) + a + jl >a. Therefore we are left only with the possibility 
that Mis a move of Type III: (A{,B’,)=(l,a+ 1) or (A~+3,B~+3)=(a+4,(a+2)2). 
Note that 
=A,-A;+D,-1 -D;+u+j>A,-A,>A,-Bi. 
NOW B6 >Ai for k 3 1. Thus, since yj - Ai >A, - Bi and also yj - Bi >A, - Ai, it 
follows that the only possible Type III move from A4 is to subtract Bi from yj and 
AL from A,,, for k E { 1, a + 3). We consider two cases. 
(a)A,=A,,-,+l. Then yj=D,-]+A,-]+u+j$-l=B,_,+u+j+l. Obviously 
yo # B,, since (A,, yo) --) (A,,_ I, B,_ I ) using the move ( 1, a + 1). Both using the move 
(1,~ + 1) from (A,, y]), clearly leads to no (A,,Bi), i<m. So it remains only to 
show that using the move (a + 4,(u + 2)2) on (A,,yl) leads to no (Ai,Bi), i<m. Let 
x=A, - (U + 4) = A,_, - (a + 3). Since A,, = mex{Ai, B,: 0 <i <m}, x is either some 
Ai,, or Bj:, J ‘I ,J2<m. 
(a.1) x=Am_-l -(a+3)=AJ,. 
at4 
. ..Aj., q... 
a-t2 
There must be precisely one Bj (i <rn - l), such that Aj, <B, <A,_ I. For if there is 
none, then there is a gap of (a+4) between some Bk-1 and Bk, k <m- 1, contradicting 
the induction hypothesis a + 2 <Bi - Bi-1 <a + 3, for all i <m - 1. If there were two, 
say Bi- I and Bi, then we would have Bi - Bi_ 1 <a + 1, contradicting the same induction 
hypothesis. Hence, j, =m- 1 -(a+3)+1 =m-(a+3). Thus, yl -(u+~)~=B,~_, + 
(a + 2) - (a + 2)2 =Bm-I - (a + l)(a + 2)3B,_,-(u+,)>Bm_(a+3) =B,,. It follows 
that there is no legal move leading from (y],A,) to any other P-position. Therefore, 
in this case, B, = y], so B, - B,_ I = a + 2. 
(a.2) x=A,_I -(u+3)=Bj2. 
By considerations similar to those in (a. l), the only possibility for this to happen is 
that A,_, - 1 = Bj2+,. Therefore,A,-1-~,+I,=A~_(~+2)=Bj~+l>B~~. Then y, -(a+ 
2)2=&-~ - (a + l)(a + 2)3B,-(,+2)>Am--(a+2)>B,2 >A,>. Therefore B,= y,, so 
again B, -B,_1=a+2. 
(b) &=&-I f2. Then yj=D,-1 +A,-] +2+a+j=B,_I +(a+j+2). Now, 
yo-(u+l)=B,-1+1 aA,-,+ =A,-1. Moreover, A,,_, <A,,--1 <A,, so A,-1 @A. 
Hence (A, - 1, yo - (u + 1)) is not a P-position, so the move ( 1, a + 1) does not lead 
to a P-position. It remains to check the move (a + 4,(a + 2)2) from (A,, yj). Let 
x=A, - (u + 4) =A,-, - (U + 2). NOW x is either some Aj,, or Bj2, j,, j2 <m. 
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(b.1) x=A~_I - (a + 2)=Ajl. 
a+3 
,..Lj,,GA,_,:... 
a+, 
As above, there is precisely one Bk, k cm, such that Aj, < Bk <A,_, . It follows that 
j, =m-1-(a+2)+1=m-(a+2). If~o-(a+2)2=B,_,+(a+2)-(a+1)2=B,_,- 
(~+1)(~+2)#B,-,-(a+1) then we are done and B, = yo = B,_, +(u+2). Otherwise, 
if yo - (U + 2)* = B,_,_(,+,), then B, = y, = B,_, + (a + 3). In the former case 
B,-B,_,=u+2,andinthelatterB,-B,_,=u+3. 
(b.2) X = Bjz. 
a+1 
,Bj2,C’Y,A,_,,.. 
Here Bjz < Bk <A,_ 1 holds for no k E Z”. Thus, A,_ 1 _ca+ 1) = Bj2 + 1 > Bj,. NOW, ~0 - 
(~+2)*=Bm-l -(a+ l)(a+2)~B,-,-(n+,)3Am-(a+2)>Bj2 >Aj,. Thus, B,=Yo~ SO 
B, - B,_l = a + 2. 
In conclusion, the induction hypothesis for (2) implies A,,, = A,_ I+ 1 or A,,, = A,_ I+ 
2. The induction hypotheses for both (1) and (2) imply that in the former case, B, - 
B,_, = a + 2; and in the latter case, B, - B,_ 1 = a + 2 or B, - B,_ 1 = a + 3, ending 
the proofs of (1) and (2). 
(3) Follows immediately from (1) (2) and their proofs. Let k be any positive 
integer. We have, Dk - Dk_, = (Bk - Bk-, ) - (Ak - A&, ). If ftk =&, + 1 then 
&-D~-,=U$2-1=u+1.Othe~ise,D~-~~-,=uoru+1. 0 
Corollary 3. Let U,“=, {(A,,, B,)} with A,, GB,, be the P-positions of fi with a > 2. Ij’ 
A,=A,_, + 1, then B, -B,_,=u+2. IfA,=A,_, $2 then B, -B,_,=(u+2) 
or (u+3). 
Proof. Follows directly from the proof of Theorem 3 (2). 
6. An equivalence for a > 2 
Theorem 4. For all a > 2, fi is equivalent to &. 
Proof. lj is obtained by adjoining to fi the moves Ui6~o,,,a+3j(A~,B~). We show that 
the addition of these moves leaves the P-positions UFO (Ai, Bi) of fi invariant. The 
proof is based on Theorem 3. 
Suppose that AL = A, -Ai for some n > i > 0, k > 0. Clearly n - i assumes its smallest 
value if between Ai and A, there is a maximum number of elements of B, so a minimum 
distance of a + 2 between consecutive B-elements. 
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Dividing AL by a+2 gives AL=(a+2)q+r, r~{O,...,a+ l}. Note that for r>2, 
there may be an additional B-element between A, and A,,. Thus, 
i 
r, 
n-i>(a+l)q+ 
f-E (0, I>? 
r- 1, rE(2 ,..., a+ l}. 
Now, assume that BL = B, - Bj. Then Bk >(a + 2)(n - i) > 
(a + 1 >(a + 2)q + 
{ 
(a + 216 YE{07 1> 
(u+2)(r- 1) YE{2,...,U$ l} 
=(a+ l>((u+2)q+r)+ r, 
i 
YE{O,l} 
r-(u+2), r>2 
>(a + 1)A; -a. 
It follows that Bk = AL + uk 3 (a + 1)Ab - a. Hence, AL bk + 1. Now AL 3 k for all 
k 3 0. By the proof of Lemma 2, there are two possibilities: 
I. AL = k, which means 1 d k <a, 
II. AL=k+l, which means a+ l<k<du. 
I.A;=k.Now,B~=A~+uk=(u+l)A~. SinceA,-A,=Ai,<u,(2)ofTheorem3 
implies that there is at most one Bj between Ai and A,,. First assume that there is no 
such Bj. Then 12 - i = AL, SO Aj - Aj_ 1 = 1 for all i <j d IZ. Thus by Corollary 3, Bj - 
B,_I =a+2 for all i<j<n. Hence B,,-B;=(u+2)(n-i)=(u+2)A~>(u+1)A~=B~., 
which disposes of this case. 
Secondly, assume there is a single Bj. Then AL = n - i + 1. Again by Corollary 3, 
B,,-B~~(u+2)(n-i-l)+(u+3)=(u+2)(~-i+l)-(u+l)=(u+l)A(,+A~- 
a - 1 <BL - 1 < Bi. Hence this case is also rejected. 
II. AL =k+l. Now, Bi =Ai+uk=(u+l)AL-a. As was stated before, a+1 dkd2u, 
hence a + 2 < Ai 6 2u + 1. Thus there is at least one Bj between Ai and A,,, and at 
most two. A necessary condition for there being also B,+I between Aj and A,,, is that 
A++4. 
If there is a single B,, then IZ - i = Ai - 1. Therefore B, - Bi >(a + 2)(n - i) = (a + 
2)(A~-1)=(u+1)A~-u-t-A~-2=B~+(A~-2)~B~+u>B~. Thus, this option is 
excluded. 
If there are Bj and Bj+l then n - i = Ai - 2. It follows that B,, - Bi > (a + 2)(n - 
i)=(a+2)(A:-2)=(a+l)A~-u+(A6-(u+4)). As was mentioned before, A;>a+4, 
so B,-Bi=Bh if and only ifAL=u+4 if and only ifk=u+3. Now, (A,,&) is a 
P-position of fi and (AL+3, BL+3) is one of its legal moves. Therefore, it cannot lead 
to another P-position (A;, B, ). 0 
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